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INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of integration the so-called Radon-Nikodym theorem 
plays a fundamental role. It has its origin in Lebesgue’s famous charac- 
terization of indefinite integrals in terms of the notion of absolute con- 
tinuity. As soon as the notion of abstract measure space emerged the 
question arose which set functions defined on the measure algebra are 
obtained by integrating an integrable function over the sets with respect 
to the given measure ? Instead of point functions as in Lebesgue’s theorem 
one now dealt with the same problem for set functions. As is well-known 
the result, which covers this case, is the Radon-Nikodym theorem for 
measures generalizing the notion of absolute continuity for point functions 
to pairs of measures. 
Since the discovery of the Radon-Nikodym theorem many different 
proofs and generalizations to vector valued measures have appeared in 
the literature. One such a generalization, due to D. Maharam (see [lo]), 
deals with so-called full-valued “function-valued integrals” or “F- 
integrals”. F-integrals are integrals induced by integrating with respect 
to measures with values in a space F of measurable real functions deter- 
mined by a given measurable space. Despite the fundamental nature of 
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this generalization from scalar valued measures to function valued 
measures the result has not received the attention it deserves. The purpose 
of the present paper is to prove a Radon-Nikodym type theorem for 
positive operators from one Riesz space ( =vector lattice) into another 
Riesz space from which the classical Radon-Nikodym theorem and the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem of D. Maharam for P-integrals follow as special 
cases. It seems that the theory of Riesz spaces provides the theory of 
abstract integration with the natural frame-work in which to treat such 
problems. In this general setting, in the absence of measurable functions, 
the Radon-Nikodym derivatives now appear as certain Riesz homo- 
morphisms (linear lattice homomorphisms) with strong local properties, 
the so-called orthomorphisms. Such homomorphisms exhibit the same 
properties as those defined by multiplication with a measurable function 
as appear in the Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
The present paper is divided into five sections. In section 1 we present 
a brief survey of those parts of the theory of orthomorphisms which are 
of particular importance to the contents of this paper. Section 2 is devoted 
to an important property the so-called “Maharam property” for operators 
and a generalization of the classical Hahn decomposition theorem for 
operators with the Maharam property. The general Radon-Nikodym 
theorem is discussed in section 3. It is shown that if such a theorem is 
to hold for operators they necessarily have to satisfy the Maharam 
property. The proof is based on our version of the Hahn decomposition 
theorem very much in the same way as in some of the proofs of the classical 
Radon-Nikodym theorem for measures. In section 4 we show that the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem for operators has a natural dual form. It gives 
an answer to the question when a Riesz homomorphism is absolutely 
continuous with respect to another Riesz homomorphism. The last section 
presents an application of the Radon-Nikodym theorem to an important 
representation result of Pallu de la Barriere for normal states on commu- 
tative von Neumann algebras. 
1. ORTHOMORPHISMS 
For terminology concerning the theory of Riesz spaces and the theory 
of order bounded linear operators we refer to [8] and [13]. 
The purpose of this section is to present a short survey of some of the 
basic results of the theory of orthomorphisms on Riesz spaces. 
Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. A linear mapping n defined on 
an order dense ideal D,, CL into L is called a positive orthomorphism 
whenever n(u) > 0 for all 0~ u E D,, and u 1 v, with 0 (u E D, and 
OGV E L, implies ~GU 1 v. Equivalent with this definition are each of the 
following two statements (i) n(u) > 0 for all u E D, and n(f) E {f}“” for all 
f E Dz, where the disjoint complements are taken in L; and (ii) n(u) > 0 
for all O<UED, and n(Bn D,)CB for all bands BCL. 
The simplest examples of positive orthomorphisms on Riesz spaces of 
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real functions are given by multiplication by positive functions. For 
instance, if L=C[O, l] is the Riesz space of all real continuous functions 
on the unit interval [0, l] and if g(x) = Isin (l/x)/ for O<x< 1 and g(O)=O, 
on the order dense ideal D of all f E L satisfying f(0) = 0, the operator 
(nf)Pd : =g(x)f(x) (0 QXQ 1) is a positive orthomorphism of D into L. 
Another example is given by multiplication by a measurable function. 
If L=L,(X, p) (l<p<=)), where ,u is a positive measure and if g is a 
non-negative p-measurable function finite a.e., then the operator (n/)(x) : = 
=gWf(x) (x E Xl is a positive orthomorphism on L, with domain D of 
all f EL, such that fg E L,. 
For more examples of positive orthomorphisms we refer the reader 
to [15]. 
In case L is Dedekind complete positive orthomorphisms can be charac- 
terized by means of a commuting relation. To be more precise the following 
theorem holds. 
THEOREM 1.1. A positive linear transformation zz from an order dense 
ideal D, in a Dedekind complete Riesz space L into L is a positive ortho- 
morphism if and only if for all band projections P of L into L we have 
nP=Pn on D,. 
PROOF. Let n be a positive orthomorphism defined on an order dense 
ideal D C L with values in L and P be any band projection of L into L. 
From (ii) above it follows that n(P(L) n D) C P(L), and so for all 0 G u E D 
we have nPu= PnPu and nQu = &n&u, where Q = I - P is the band 
projection complementary to P and I denotes the identity operator. 
Hence, PQ = 0 implies that for all u E D, we have Pnu = PnPu + PnQu = 
= PnPu + P&n&u = PnPu = nPu, i.e., Pn = nP on D. 
Conversely, assume that n is a positive linear transformation from an 
order dense ideal D C L into L such that nP- Pn on D for all band 
projections P of L. Then, if P, denotes the projection on the principal 
band generated by 0 Q u E D and if 0 gv E L satisfies u 1 v, we may 
conclude that inf (nu, v) = inf (nPuu, v) = inf (P,nu, v) = 0. Hence, n is a 
positive orthomorphism, completing the proof. 
One of the fundamental properties of positive orthomorphisms is that 
they are order continuous or what is sometimes referred to as normal, i.e., 
if 0 <.zL, E D, and uT .& 0, then nu, $ 0. In order to prove this we need 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. If UC,>% j, 0 in L and if O<&tl, then 
nr ((u* - mo)+}dd = (0). 
PROOF. Let 0 G w E {(u, - EUO)+}~~ for all z. Then v 1 (u, - EUO)- for all z. 
From 0 <u, $ 0 it follows that (u, - E%)- f EUO, and so v 1 ea. The latter 
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implies that (%-EW)+ J- v for all z, since 0~ (zL,-EUQ)+<W<U+ Hence, 
v = 0 and the proof is finished. 
THEOREM 1.3. Every positive orthomorphism in an Archimedean Riesz 
space is order continuous. 
PROOF. Let IC be a positive orthomorphiam in an Archimedean Riesz 
space L with domain D and let O<zcr E D be such that zlr 4 0. There is 
no loss in generality to assume that for all z, &QUO for some ~0 E D. 
If 0 <E < 1, then n(u, -euo)+ E ((% --~)+}dd, where the disjoint comple- 
ments are taken in L. From Lemma 1.2 it follows that inf, n(zl, - EU+,)+ = 0. 
The inequalities 0 Q ur Q (21r -EN,)+ + EUO imply that 0 < nz~r G n(u~ - EU~)+ + 
+ EZCU~ for all t and for all 0 <E < 1. Hence, since L is Archimedean, 
inf nu, = 0 finishing the proof. 
If 7~ is a positive orthomorphism in L with domain Dn, then we shall 
set N, : = {f E D, : n(f) = n( IfI) = O}. It can be shown as in the case D,= L 
that the null ideal N,= D, n (n(Dn)>d. It follows that Ni={n(D,))dd, 
where the disjoint complements are taken in L. From this relation follows 
that if 7~1 and 3~s are two positive orthomorphisms such that nl(D,,) 1 
I7@,,), then Xi, I AT& 
A linear transformation 7~ from an order dense ideal D, C L of L into 
L is called an orthomorphism whenever 7~ can be written in the form 
az=?c~-n2, where ni and 7~ are positive orthomorphisms satisfying 
Dn C IA1 n D,,. The set of all orthomorphisms will be denoted by 
Orth=(L). An important subset of Orthm(L) is determined by all the 
orthomorphisms z whose domain of detlnition D, equals L. This subset 
will be denoted by Orth (L). The ideal in Orth (L) generated by the 
identity operator I, i.e., the set of z = zi- 3~2 E Orth (L) with 0 < nt Q&L 
(i= 1, 2), is called the ideal center of L and is denoted by Z(L). Finally, 
the Boolean algebra of all components of I or the Boolean algebra of all 
projections of L on bands will be denoted by &f(L). Thus we have the 
following inclusion relations 99(L) C Z(L) C Orth (L) C OrthO” (L). 
Since by Theorem 1.3 every orthomorphism is order continuous (normal) 
there exists for every 7~ E Orth”” (L) a unique maximal domain E to 
which z can be extended. Two orthomorphisms will be considered to be 
the same whenever they agree on an order dense ideal, i.e., are equal 
on their common maximal domain of definition. 
The set Orth=(L) under the obvious point-wise definitions of addition 
and scalar multiplication is a linear space. However, it can also be given 
a multiplicative structure by composition. For this purpose one need only 
to observe that if ZC~,ZC~ E Orth” (L) the ideal nF(D,,) = {f E Dn2 : 34) ED*,} 
is an order dense ideal in L. This follows, however, from the order density 
property of the ideals Dxl, On2 and from the formula IV% = Dn2 n {7c2(Dn2))d, 
where the disjoint complement is taken in L. If for instance ni, 7~2 are 
positive orthomorphisms, then the product operator 7~13~2 is the positive 
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orthomorphism defined as the composition operator 7~1 o 2~2 from the order 
dense ideal &(Dn,) into L. Under these definitions of addition, multipli- 
cation and scalar multiplication Orthoo (L) is an algebra with the identity 
operator I of L onto L as identity. Clearly Orth (L) is a subalgebra of 
Orth” (L). An important property of the algebra Orth” (L) is that it 
becomes an f-algebra when we define the supremum and infimum of two 
orthomorphisms pointwise. For the sake of completeness we shall explain 
briefly what an f-algebra is. A Riesz space L is called a Riesz algebra 
if L is also an algebra satisfying 0 G u, v E L implies uv z 0. A Riesz algebra 
L is called an f-algebra (f for function) whenever 0 < u, v E L and inf (u, v) = 0 
implies inf (wzc, v) = inf (uw, v) =0 for all 0~ w E L. From the definition 
of an orthomorphism we see that in an f-algebra L for every element 
f E L the operator q(g) = fg (g E L) is an orthomorphism. An important 
property of f-algebras is that they are commutative if their underlying 
Riesz space structure is Archimedean. 
We recall that a Riesz space is called laterally complete whenever every 
disjoint positive system of its elements has a supremum. 
For future reference we include the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1.4. (i) Orthw (L) is a laterally complete f-algebra. 
(ii) Orth (L) is an f-subalgebra of Orth=(L). .B’urthermore, if L is 
Dedekind complete, then OrthoD (L) is Dedelcind complete and in that caSe 
Orth (L) is an order dense ideal in Orth” (L). 
PROOF. (i) We shall only show that Orth”(L) is laterally complete. 
The fact that Orthoo(L) is an f-algebra under pointwise operations of 
sup and inf is left to the reader (see [l]). 
To prove the lateral completeness of Orthoo (L), assume that O<n, 
E Orth”(L) is a disjoint system. Then n,(u) 1 n,(u) for all 0 <u 
ED+ n I&; and so S(V+ w) 1 z,(v+ w) for all OGV, w E Dsr n Dn, 
implies that ~Jv) J- n,(w) for all 0 QV, w E Dzr n Dn,. Hence, rr+(D+) 1 
1 7co(Dnb) or what is the same (N,,)d 1 (iVn,)d. If we denote by C,=C,, 
= (N%)” n Dnz, which may be called the support of z~, then we may 
conclude that disjoint Z’S have disjoint supports. Thus the ideals C, are 
mutually disjoint. For f = fr, + . . . + f5, with fzi E C,, (i= 1, 2, . . . . n), we 
define zO(f)=z(fzl~+...+n(fr,) and for f E {UT C,>d we set no(f)=O. It 
is now not difficult to show that no is an orthomorphism satisfying 
no = sup, nr. 
(ii) We only need to show that if in case L is Dedekind complete 
Orth (L) is an order dense ideal in Orth” (L). To this end, let O<nl <n 
with z E Orth (L) and no E Orth- (L). For each Ogu E L there exist 
OGU, E Dzl such that u, t u. Then ni(~) 1‘ <n(u), so sup, nl(zl,) exists 
and ‘we may define ni(z~) = supT pi. It is now easy to check that ni 
extends to L into an element of Orth (L). We may then conclude that 
for each z E Orth” (L) and for each n= 1, 2, . . . the infimum of 7t and nI, 
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where I is the identity, is an element of Orth (L) for all n, = 1, 2, . . . . 
Since 7c=supn (inf (it, nl)) we conclude that Orth (L) is an order dense 
ideal in Orth= (L). 
We wish to draw the attention of the reader to the fact that if L is 
Dedekind complete Orth”” (L) is the lateral completion of the Dedekind 
completion of the Riesz space of all finite place functions determined by 
the Boolean algebra S(L) of L. Z(L) is the uniform completion of the 
Riesz space of the .3?(L)-finite place functions. Furthermore, in that case 
Orth (L) is a band in the Riesz space of all order bounded linear trans- 
formations of L into L. 
From the well-known Hahn-Banach type extension theorem for positive 
linear transformations with values in a Dedekind complete Riesz space 
we may deduce immediately the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let L be a Dedekind complete Riesz space. If K C L is 
a Riesz subspace of L and z: K --f L is a linear map satisfying 0 <nu G u 
for all 0 Q u E K, then there exists an element no E Orth (L) such that 0 Q no Q I 
and 7co(f)=n(f) for all f E K. 
PROOF. For all f E L we set e(f) =f+. Then e is a sublinear mapping 
from K into L such that n(f) <e(f) f or all f E K. Applying a Hahn-Banach 
type theorem (see [14], Theorem X 1.1) to n and e gives the desired 
extension. 
For future reference we include the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.6. If ~1, ~2 E Orth (L) and if q(u) =JZZ(U) for some Ogu E L, 
then ~1 coincides with 7~2 on the band B, generated by u. 
For further details about orthomorphisms we refer to [l], [ll], and 
[El. We note that in [ll], H. Nakano has also studied the elements of 
the spaces Orth” (L) for Dedekind complete Riesz spaces L under the 
name dilatators. 
2. A HAHN DECOMPOSITION THEOREM FOR OPERATORS HAVING THE 
MAHARAM PROPERTY 
In this section we shall extend the classical Hahn decomposition theorem 
for countably additive measures and integrals to a certain class of order 
continuous operators. For this purpose we shall introduce a property, 
which we shall call the Mahuram property, first introduced by D. Maharam 
in [9] and [lo] in the context of the theory of “F-integrals”. 
Let L and M be two Riesz spaces and let T be a positive linear operator 
from L into M. Then T is said to have the Maharam property whenever 
for all 0 G f E L and for all 0 <g G M satisfying 0 Q g 4 Tf in. M there exists 
an element flE L such that Ogflgf and Tfl=g. 
In the papers [9], [lo] Maharam calls “P-integrals” full-valued if they 
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have the above property. It is clear that every positive linear functional 
on a Riesz space has the Maharam property. 
In the remainder of the paper we shall frequently use a number of 
important consequences of the Maharam property, which we shall now 
first derive. 
In the following L and M will always denote Dedekind complete Riesz 
spaces. If T is an order continuous positive linear transformation of L 
into M, then the null ideal NT= {f: Tlfj =0} is a band in L. Since L is 
Dedekind complete, L can be written as the Riesz direct sum L = NT @ CT 
of Nr and its disjoint complement Cr = N$. It is obvious that T is strictly 
positive on CT, i.e., 0~ f E CT and Tf = 0 implies f = 0. The band CT is 
called the support of T. 
We begin with the following consequence of the Maharam property. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L, M and T be as above. If T has the Mahuram 
property, then for each projection P E g(M) and for each element 0 <u E L 
there ex&s a projection Q E A?(L) such that PTu = T&u, here Q depends in 
general on T, P and u. 
PROOF. Since each 0~ u E L can be written uniquely in the form 
u =v+ w with v E CT and w E NT we observe that for each P E d?(M) we 
have PTu= PTv. Assume now that there is a projection Q E G?(L) such 
that PTv = T&v. Then TQu = T&v f T&w = T&v = PTv = PTv + PTw = 
= PTu. Hence, there is no loss in generality to assume that T is strictly 
positive, i.e., CT=L. From the Maharam property it follows that for 
each P E 33(M) and for each Og u E L there exists an element Og v <u 
such that PTu = TV. Since L is Dedekind complete it follows from Theorem 
1.5 that there exists a positive orthomorphism x E Orth (L) such that 
0 <n < I and nu=v, and so PTu = Tnu. It remains to show that z acts 
as a projection on BU, the band generated by u. For this to hold it is 
sufficient to show that inf (n, I-n)u = 0. To this end observe that 
O=inf (PTu, (I-P)Tu)=inf(Tnu, T(I--3~)u)>T(inf(nu, (I-x)u))>O 
and T is strictly positive implies that inf (ZU, (1 -n)u) = 0. From Theorem 
1.4 we may conclude that inf (?tu, (I -n)u) = inf (n, I -z)u, and so by 
Theorem 1.6, inf (n, I-n) = 0 on Bu, completing the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 shows that the Maharam property has the important 
consequence that the component of an image is the image of a component. 
We shall now show that this property of an operator by itself is strong 
enough to imply the Maharam property not only of the operator but 
even of a larger class of operators, which can be defined by means of the 
following concept. Let S, T be two positive operators from L into M. 
Then S is called absolutely continuous with respect to T, and we write 
S < T, whenever Su E (Tu} dd for all OGU E L and where the disjoint 
complements are taken in M. Note that positive orthomorphisms are 
those operators which are absolutely continuous with respect to the 
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identity operator. It is easy to see that for two positive linear functionals 
91, y on L y is absolutely continuous with respect to pl whenever 0 <u E L 
and y(u)=0 implies y(u)=O. 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let L, .M and T 6e as in Theorem 1.2 and let T be such 
that for each projection P E a’(M) and for each OGU E L there exists a 
projection Q E 9(L) such that PTu= T&u. Then there exi8t8 a Boolean 
isomorphism h of H({T(L))@d) into k@(L) such that for each order continuous 
positive linear mupping S of L into M absolutely continuozls with respect 
to T we have P o S=S o h(P) for all P E g({T(L)}dd) and S has the Maharam 
property. In particular, T ha8 the Mahccram property and P o T = T o h(P) 
for all P ~i#({T(L))dd). 
PROOF. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 it can be 
shown that there is no loss in generality to assume that T is strictly 
positive. Furthermore, we may also assume that M= (T(L)}dd. By con- 
sidering a maximal disjoint system of positive elements of L it is not 
difficult to see that we may also assume that L has a weak unit, e> 0. 
Under these hypotheses we shall prove that the existence of h follows 
from the following weaker version of the condition of the theorem. For 
each P E&‘(M) there exists a Q EG?I(L) such that PTe=TQe, where e is 
the weak unit element of L. The proof is divided into several steps. 
(i) For each &I E&~?(L) we have also PTQle=TQQle. Indeed, 
and 
(I- P)TQe=O implies (I- P)TQQle= 0, i.e., TQQle=PTQQle; 
PT(I- Q)e = 0 implies PT(I- Q)Qle= 0, i.e., PTQQle = PTQle; 
and finally we may conclude PTQle= TQQle. 
(ii) For each P E a(M) there exists one and only one Q E a(L) such 
that PTe=TQe. Assume that PTe=TQe=TQle. Then T&e= PTe= 
= P(PTe) = P(TQle) = T(QQle), w h ere the last equality follows from (i). 
Since T is strictly positive and QQle G Qe, we may conclude that QQle = Qe. 
Interchanging the roles of Q and &I we obtain also QQle, and so Qle=Qe, 
i.e., &=&I. This shows that the correspondence P + Q determined by 
the assumption PTe=TQe defines a mapping, say h of 93(M) into g(L). 
(iii) h is a Boolean homomorphism of 97(M) into g(L). It is obvious 
that h maps the zero and unit element of 93(M) into the zero and unit 
element of &9(L) respectively. If PI, Pz E A?(M), then, by (i), 
inf (PI, Pz)Te= Pl(PzTe) = Pl(Th(Pz)e) = T(h(Pl)h(Pz)e) 
and by (ii), 
h(inf (PI, Pz)) = h(Pl)h(Pa) =inf (W’l), h(P2)). 
From (I- P)Te = Te - PTe = Te - Th(P)e = T(I - h(P))e we conclude, using 
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(ii), that h(l-P)=I-h(P). H ence, F, preserving the operations of inf 
and complement is a Boolean homomorphism. 
(iv) h is one-to-one and order continuous. If PI# Pz, then either 
PI - PZ f: 0 or PZ - PI f 0. Assume that PI - PZ # 0. Then it follows from 
our hypothesis that (PI - P2)Te # 0. Hence, h(P1 - P2) = h(P1) - h(P2) # 0, 
which shows that h is one-to-one. To show that h is order continuous 
assume that P, 4 0. Then Qz = h(P,) 4 Q and P,Te = TQ,e> T&e > 0 for 
all t. Hence, O=inf, P,Te> T&e> 0 implies T&e = 0, i.e., Q = 0. 
(v) If S is a positive linear mapping of L into M absolutely continuous 
with respect to T, then PSe=Sh(P)e for all P E &V(M). From S&e E {T&e}&& 
we conclude that (I - P)SQe = 0, i.e., PSQe = S&e, where Q = h(P). Similarly 
PS(I-Q)e=O ’ pl im ies PSe = PSQe. Hence, PSe =Sh(P)e. 
(vi) Under the same hypotheses as in (v). If in addition .S is order 
continuous, then P o S= S o h(P) for all P E a(M). In order to prove this 
we have to show PSu=Sh(P)u for all Og u E L and u contained in the 
ideal generated by e. For general 0 G u E L we observe that u= supn inf 
(u, ne) and the result follows then from the order continuity of S. If 
0 < u <ile for some 1> 0, then it follows from Theorem 1.5 that there 
exists an orthomorphism O<n <3J on L such that n(e) =u. Let the 
operator S’ be defined by S’ = S o it. Then &ru E {SU)~ C {Tu)dd, 0 Q u EL, 
shows that S’ is absolutely continuous w.r.t. T. Hence, by (v), PS’e= 
= S’h(P)e, i.e., PSu = Sh(P)u. 
(vii) Under the hypotheses of (v) and (vi), S has the Maharam property. 
To this end, let 0 <v G Tu, 0 Q u, v E L. Then, by Theorem 1.5 there exists 
an orthomorphism 0 <n E Orth (M) such that 0 <n ~1 and v =nTu. 
Since 0 in< I implies, by Freudenthal’s spectral theorem, that z is the 
I-uniform limit of an increasing sequence of positive orthomorphisms of 
the form xs1 ctPi, where O<ct Q 1 and {PI, . . ., Pn> is a finite disjoint 
family of elements of B(M), we have only to show the Maharam property 
for elements v of the form v = 1 c$PtTu. But then, by (vi), v = T(C qh(Pe))u, 
i.e., v= Tw with O< w= zcth(Pg)u<u. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
A moment’s reflection shows that the Boolean isomorphism h of 39(K) 
into a(L), where for the sake of simplicity we have set K = (T(L)}&&, can 
be extended to an order continuous f-algebra isomorphism of Orth” (K) 
into Orthw (L) such that h(Z(K)) C Z(L). Leaving the details to the 
reader the essential steps to be taken are as follows. If O<n E Z(K), 
then 0 <n <II for some 1> 0 and z = sup% zn, where ZZ~ is of the form 
n,= ZclPz with ci>O and {Pg, . . . . Pp} C i@(K) satisfying Pap, = 0 (i #j) 
(i,j=l, 2, . ..) p). Then we define h(nn) : = z cah(Pt) E Z(L) and h(n%) <AI 
(n= 1, 2, . ..) implies that sup h(n,) exists and is an element of Z(L) and 
is defined to be h(z). For general Ogn E OrthcO (K) we use the fact that 
7r = sup, 7&, where 7cn E Z(K) satisfy nn G nI and inf (zcn,zm) = 0 (nzm) 
(n, m=l, 2, . ..). Then also inf (h(n,), h(nm))=O (n#m) and h(z,)gnI. 
Hence, sup, h(n,) exists in Orth” (L) and is defined to be h(z). For a 
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general n E Orthoo (K) we set h(n) = A$n+) - h(n-). With these observations 
the following theorem is now evident. 
THEOREM 2.3. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 2.2, then T 
has the Maharam property if and only if there exists an order continuous 
f-algebra isomorphism h of Orth”” (K) into Orthoo (L), where K = {T(L))dd C M 
with the following properties: (a) h@(K)) C g(L), (b) h(Z(R)) C Z(L) and 
(c) for every order continuous S > 0 absolutely continuous with respect to T we 
have nSf =Sh(n)f f or all n E Orth” (K) and for all f E dom h(n) and in 
this caSe S has the Maharam property. 
Observing that for an order bounded linear transformation T of L 
into M and for all P E g’(M) we have (PT)+= PT+ and for all Q Ed 
we have (TQ)+= T+Q we obtain immediately from Theorem 2.2 the 
following characterization for the Maharam property of IT]. 
THEOREM 2.4. ITI haa the Maharam property if and only if for all 
P E G?(M) and for all Ogu E L there exists a projection Q E g(L) such that 
PTu = T&u. 
We are now in a position to prove the following Hahn decomposition 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Hahn decomposition theorem). Let L and M be Dedekind 
complete Riesz spaces and let T be an order bounded and order continuous 
linear transformation of L into M such thut ITI has the Maharam property. 
Then there exists a projection Qo E 9(L) such that TQou > 0 and T(I - Qo)u < 0 
for all O<u E L. 
PROOF. Let A be the set of all Q E 49(L) such that T&u > 0 for all 
0 QU E L. Then A is not empty and Qi, Qs E A implies sup (Qi, Qs) E A. 
Indeed, 0 E A and &I, Qz E A implies &i&z E A, QI(~- Qz) E A, Qz(I - &I) E A, 
and so sup (&1,&2)=&1+&2-&1&2=&1&2+&1(1-&2)+&~(1-Q~EA. 
Since T is order continuous it follows that Q0 =sup (R: R E A) E A. We 
shall now prove that the operator S- T(I-&,I) satisfies SugO for all 
0 <u E L. Suppose there is an element O<UO E L such that Sue $ 0, i.e., 
(Sue)+> 0. Then, by Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal projection 
Qi &Y(L) such that SQiuo < 0. Then for all Q E 97(L) satisfying 0 < Q < Qs = 
= I-&l we have SQUO $ 0. Now we claim that even SQuo>O for all 
O<QgQz. If not, then for some O<Q<Qs we have P(SQuo)= 
- (S&u& < 0, where P E 9(M) is the projection on the band generated 
by (SQuo)-. From S+Qu Q lT[zl and S-Qu Q [Tlu it follows from Theorem 2.2 
that PSQuo = PS+Quo - PS-QUO = S+(h(P)Quo) - S-(h(P)Quo) = S(h(P)Quo), 
and so S(h(P)Quo) < 0. Hence, h(P)Q>O. Then 0~ h(P)&< Qz and the 
definition of QZ imply S(h(P)Quo) Q= 0, contradicting S(h(P)Quo) < 0. 
Hence, SQuo > 0 for all O< Q < Q2. If we denote by QU, the projection on 
{uo}dd, then by an application of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem, we 
obtain that SQsQU,uz 0 for all Ogu E L and SQ2QU,,u~=SQs~o> 0. From 
the definition of S we may now conclude that T(I - Qo)QzQU,y > 0 for all 
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0 Q u EL. Furthermore, T(I- Qs)Qszcs > 0 implies (I - Qs)QsQuO > 0. Hence, 
T&&A > 0 for all 0 <U E L, where Qh = Qs + (I - Qs)QsQU,, > Qo, contradicting 
the definition of Qs. We may conclude that Su = T(I- Q&J< 0 for all 
0 QZC E L. And the proof is finished. 
The reader may have observed that the proof of the Hahn decompo- 
sition theorem follows very closely the proof of the same theorem for 
scalar-valued measures. 
3. A RADON-NIKODYM TYPE THEOREM 
Let L and 1M be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and let O=GT be a 
positive order continuous linear transformation of L into M. The Radon- 
Nikodym type theorem we are interested in would have to state something 
of the form that if O<S is absolutely continuous with respect to T, then 
there exists an element 0 (n E Orthw (L) such that S= T o 7~. 
For the case of P-integrals it was already shown by D. Maharam (see 
Sec. 4.4 in [lo]), by means of a counter example, that without an additional 
hypothesis such a theorem may be false. The Maharam property in the 
form of Theorem 2.2. is a kind of Radon-Nikodym theorem for operators 
S of the form PT where P E a(M). As in the case of F-integrals it is this 
property which will allow us to prove such a Radon-Nikodym type 
theorem. We shall begin with the following “bounded” version of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L, M and T be as above. Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent. 
(i) T has the Maharam property. 
(ii) For every positive operator S of L into M, 0 Q S c T implies there exists 
a positive orthomorphism it E Orth (L) such that 0 Q z Q I and S = T o n. 
PROOF. (i) =c- (ii). Let @ be the set of all it E Orth (L) satisfying 
0 <n< I and Tnu <Su for all 0 <u E L. Then @ is not empty and if 
~1, ~2 E @, then sup (~1, nz) E di. Indeed, 0 E @, and if Q E%~(L) is the 
projection on the support of (ni - ~z)+, then sup (~1, ~2) = Qni + (I-- Q)ns = 
=niQ + ns(l- Q) implies T(sup (~1, nz)u) = TnlQp + T&I - Q)u G SQu -I- 
+ S(I - Q)u = SU for all 0 Q u E L. Since T is order continuous it follows 
immediately that no = sup (n: 7~ E @) E @. We shall prove that S= T o no. 
To this end, we set Si =S - T o ~0 and we assume that Sire> 0 for some 
0 <us E L. Then there exists a positive number E such that O<E< 1 and 
(S~;zco-.zTuo)+ > 0. Since T has the Maharam property it follows from 
Theorem 2.2. that for all P Ed we have P(&-ET) =&h(P) -&Th(P) 
and so by Theorem 2.4. also 16’1 --ET/ has the Maharam property. Applying 
the Hahn decomposition theorem to &--ET we obtain that there exists 
a projection Q. Ed such that (&‘I--&T)(Qau)>O for all Ocu EL. Then 
Q,> 0, for, by Theorem 2.2., 
(Sluo - &Tuo)+ = P(Sluo - eTuo) = (A% - eT)h(P)u,, > 0, 
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where P is the projection on the band generated by (Siu - ET%)+, shows 
that h(P) > 0. Then, by the definition of Q8, we have Q.>h(P), and so 
Q. > 0. From (Si - &T)(QBu) > 0 for all 0 QU E L we derive that 8TQ.u c 
<S~QaugS1u=Su- T(nou) for all Ogu EL. Hence, T(no+eQB)u <Su for 
all 0 <u E L. Since S Q T we may conclude that ~0 + aQs Q I on the support 
of T. Then ni = (no + EQ*)Q + (I-Q) E @, where Q is the projection on the 
support of T, and Q8Q > 0 implies ni >no and 7ci E @ leads to a contra- 
diction. 
(ii) =+- (i). For P E g(M) the operator S = PT satisfies 0 G PT Q T and 
so, by (i), PT = T o n, where z E Orth (L) satisfying 0 <n ~1. In the same 
way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. it can be shown that inf (n, I -n)u = 0 
for all O<u E L. Hence, z is a component of I, i.e., Z= Q E L@(L). Then 
it follows from Theorem 2.2. that T has the Maharam property. This 
completes the proof. 
Before we shall prove an unrestricted Radon-Nikodym theorem we 
shall first present the following characterization of the elements in the 
band generated by an operator. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L and M be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and let 
T, S be positive order wntinuous linear trartsfomations of L into M. If T 
has the Mahuram property, then S E {T)m if and only if Su E {Tu)dd for all 
O<u E L, i.e., S is absolutely continuous with respect to T. 
PROOF. If S E (T}dd, then trivially Su E {Tu}da for all OGZC E L. To 
prove the converse suppose that the latter condition holds. Since the Riesz 
space of all order bounded linear transformations of L into M is Dedekind 
complete S can be written in the form S=Si+Ss with 0~65 E (T}da and 
Ss J- T. We have to show that Ss = 0. From 0 ~6’s G S it follows that also 
Szu E (Tu>d” for all 0 GU E L. Then Theorem 2.2. implies that SZ + T has 
the Maharam property, and so we can apply the bounded Radon-Nikodym 
theorem to the cases 0 Q T G S’s + T and 0 G S’s < Sz + T. Hence, there exists 
~1,~s E Orth (L) satisfying 0~x1, ns <I and T = (Ss + T) o xl and SZ = 
= (Ss + T) o 3~s. From TI, Ss > (S’s + T) o (inf (~1, 4) and T I Ss it follows 
that inf (IG~, ns)=O on the support of Sz+T. Assume now that Ss>O. 
Then there exists an element 0~ u in the support of Ss such that niu= 0 
and xsu > 0. The latter follows from the definitions of xi and 7~2, ni 132s > 0 
on the support of SZ. Hence, Ssu= (T +S2)(nzu) > 0 and Tu= (T -i-i%) 
(niu) = 0, which contradicts S# E {Tu)dd, and so Ss = 0 and S = Si E {T}m. 
This completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to formulate and prove a general Radon- 
Nikodym type theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. (Radon-Nikodym). Under the same hypotheses as in 
Theorem 3.2. If T has the Mahuram property, then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) S E {T}dd, i.e., S is contained in the band generated by T. 
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(ii) S is absolutely continuous with reaped to T. 
(iii) There exists a positive or&morphism 3c E Orth” (L) such that Sf = T(nf) 
for all f E Dn. 
(iv) There exists an increasing sequence of positive orthomorphisms 1~~ 
n,EOrth(L) (m=l, 2, . . . ) such that &‘f = sup, T(nmf) for aU 0 < f E L. 
PROOF. In Theorem 3.2. we have already shown that (i) and (ii) are 
equivalent. To complete the proof we shall show that (i) =z- (iii) +- (iv) =+ (i). 
From (i) it follows that there exists positive operators S, such that 
S,gnT (n= 1, 2, . . . ), S, 1 Sm (n#m) and S=sup, (Si+... +&). Ap- 
plying Theorem 3.2. to the pairs of operators (S,, 0) (n = 1, 2, . ..) we 
obtain that there exist positive orthomorphisms n, E Orth (L) such that 
S,&=T ozGA (n=l, 2, . . . ). From Sn J- Sm (n#m) it follows that for all 
OGUEL we have 
0=X(&, Sm)u=inf (T OZ,, T onm)u>T(inf(n,,, nm))u>O, 
i.e., inf (ICY, nm) = 0 on the support of T. Hence, there is no loss in generality 
to assume that nn J_ nm (n#m). Then from Theorem 1.4. (ii) it follows 
that n = sup, nfi E Orth” (L) exists and the order continuity of T implies 
that S= T o JZ, proving (iii). 
(iii) + (iv). From (iii) and Theorem 1.4 (ii) it follows that there exists 
an increasing sequence of positive orthomorphisms JZ~ E Orth (L) 
(n=l, 2, . ..) such that supnT(nnf)=Sf for all O<f EA, where A is an 
order dense ideal of L. Since A is order dense for an arbitrary 0 =C u E L 
we have u = sup (f : 0 g f E A and f <u). Then sup,, T(n,f) = Sf Q Su, and 
so, by the order continuity of T, we have also sup% T(z,,u) Q Su. On the 
other hand, sup,, Tn,ussup, T(n,,f) >Sf implies that supn Tn,u>Su, 
proving (iv). 
(iv) =+ (i). If OGU E L, then sup T(n,u) E {Tu)dd for all Ogu E L, 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
Specializing to the case M = R, where R denotes the real number system, 
we obtain the following Radon-Nikodym theorem for normal integrals. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let L be a Dedekind complete Rie8.z space and let 0<q1, 
y be two normal integrals (order continuous positive linear functionals) on L. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) y is absolutelg continuous with rwpect to y, i.e., f E L and v(lfl)=O 
implies y(lfl)=O. 
(ii) There exists a positive orthomorphism 7c E Orth” (L) such that y(f)= 
v@(f)) for all f E&. 
(iii) There exists an increasing sequence of positive orthomorphkms zCn 
E Orth (L) (n= 1, 2, . ..) such that y(f)=sup% p(n,(f)) for all O<f EL. 
We conclude this section by indicating how the results of this paper 
are related to the work of D. Maharam contained in [lo]. 
In [lo], D. Maharam considers operators on spaces of measurable 
functions F=P(S, a, JV), where S is a non-empty point set, 39 is a 
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o-algebra (Bore1 field) of “measurable” subsets of S and JV is a o-ideal 
in L% of “null” sets (though the existence of a measure on @ is not assumed). 
F consists of the equivalence classes modulo JV of W - measurable 
functions on S with values in the extended real number system. Further- 
more, it is assumed that the measure algebra ~J/JV satisfies the countable 
chain condition. This assumption implies that the Boolean algebra ~‘/JV 
is complete and arbitrary sup and inf in &%/JI’ may be replaced by sup 
and inf of appropriate countable collections, i.e., ~Y/JV has the countable 
sup property. If F and F’ are two such function spaces, then in [lo] 
Maharam studies positive operators v and ly from F into F’ which are 
on 9/X - countably additive. Then Theorem 5 of [IO] states that if 
y(f) E MfP (in th e notation of [lo], [y(f)]< [y(f)]) for all O<f E F and 
tp is full-valued, i.e., what we have called the Maharam property, then 
there exists a finite 0~ k E F such that y(f) = rp(kf) for all O< f E F. To 
see that this is a special case of Theorem 3.4 of this paper, let L be the 
space of all finite JV - a.e. f E F such that v(lf I) is ,Zr’ - a.e. Unite and 
let M be the space of all functions f E F’ which are JV’ - a.e. finite. Then 
L and M are super Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and the countably- 
additive F’ - valued measures v and ye on F define order continuous 
operators from L into M. If we then observe that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the positive orthomorphisms n E Orth- (L) and 
the positive JV - a.e. finite functions 0 <k E F such that nf =k o f, then 
Maharam’s Theorem 5 [lo] follows from our Theorem 3.3. 
We also note that D. Maharam proves a Hahn decomposition theorem 
(Theorem 11 in [lo]) by means of her Radon-Nikodym theorem. In our 
approach we have reversed the order in which both theorems are proved. 
In fact, it is not difficult to see that the two theorems are essentially 
equivalent. 
In a recent paper R. Haydon proved a bounded Radon-Nikodym 
theorem (Proposition 21 in [4]) for positive, n-averaging and order 
continuous operators from ‘Z(T) into q(S), where S and T are compact 
stonian H-spaces. This result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
To see this let us recall the notion of D-averaging introduced by Haydon. 
Given a continuous mapping 17 of T onto S a positive linear transformation 
u of V(T) into ‘%(S) is called U-averaging whenever u((f o IT)g)=fu(g) 
for all f E V(S) and for all g E V(T). By taking f to be the characteristic 
function of an open and closed subset of S we see that, by Theorem 2.2, 
the n-averaging property reduces to the Maharam property. 
4. A DUAL RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 
For a given Riesz space L we shall denote by L,” the band of all normal 
integrals on L. If L has the property that f E L and y(lfl) =0 for all 
v E Li implies f = 0, then L is called hyperstonian. If L is Dedekind 
complete and hyperstonian, then L can be identified with an order dense 
ideal of (Li): under the injection map f--f F defined by the relation 
F(pl)=df) (f ~4 v ~5,“). 
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In this section, if not otherwise stated, we shall always assume that 
the Dedekind complete Riesz spaces L and M are hyperstonian. If T is 
an order bounded and order continuous linear transformation of L into 
M we can introduce an adjoint TU of T from M,” into .Li by means of 
the formula (T&)(f) =v(Tf), f E .L and p E Mz it follows easily that T,” 
is also an order bounded and order continuous linear transformation. 
We are now in a position to present a dual characterization of the 
Maharam property. 
THEOREM 4.1. A positive order continuous linear transformation T of 
L into M has the Maharam property if and only if its adjoint T” is an 
order continuous Riesz homomorphism of Mr into L,“. 
PROOF. Assume first that T has the Maharam property. We shall prove 
that T” is a Riesz homomorphism, the order continuity of TW follows 
immediately from the definition of TM. To this end, let 0 Q pl, x E M,” and 
assume that inf (v, x) = 0. Then for each 0 QU E L we have 
inf (T-v, TUX)u=inf (T”y(v)+T”~(w): OGV, w and v+w=u) 
=inf (v(Tv)+x(Tw): Tv+Tw=Tu, v+w=u). 
Since T has the Maharam property the latter expression equals 
inf(v(v’)+x(w’): OGV’, w’ E M and w’+w’=Tu) 
=inf (pl, x)(Tu) =0, 
i.e., T N is a Riesz homomorphism. 
Conversely, assume that TN is a Riesz homomorphism and assume that 
O<v<Tu, OGU E L. For each Q)E Mi we define w(T”~)=~(v). Then w 
defines a positive linear functional on the Riesz subspace T”(M,“) C L,“. 
Indeed T-g,= 0 implies T”lvl = 0 (T” is a Riesz homomorphism), and so 
T%4(u)=I~W4=0 f or all OGU E L implies that Ip,l(v) = 0, so also 
v(v) = 0. Furthermore, if v > 0, then y(v) > 0 implies that w is a positive 
linearfunctionalonT”(Ml)satisfying Iw(TWv)l = Iq~(v)l g IF( < lu(T*~)I. 
Hence, 0 Q w GU E L on T”(Mi), and so can be extended to a positive 
linear functional on Li satisfying 0 <w g u E L. This implies that w defines 
a normal integral on Li contained in the ideal in ~5,“; generated by L. 
Since L is Dedekind complete this ideal is equal to L. It follows that 
Og w E L and for all ~JJ E M,” we have ~1(Tw) = w(T”y) = y(v), and since M 
is hyperstonian we may conclude that Tw=v. This completes the proof. 
The above dual characterization of the Maharam property suggests 
the following dual version of the Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume thut L is Archimedean and that M is Dedekind 
complete and that S, T are positive linear transformations of L into M. 
If T is a R&z homomorphism, then the following conditiomg are equivalent. 
(i) 8 E {T}da. 
(ii) For all OGU E L we have Su E {Tu}dd, i.e., S is absolutely continuous 
with respect to T. 
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(iii) Tltere exists a positive orthmorphism 36 E Orthw (M) such that Sf = n(Tf) 
for all f EL. 
In this case, S is also a Riesz homomorphism. 
PROOF. It is obvious that (i) + (ii) and that (iii) =z. (ii). We shall show 
that (ii) =+ (i) completing the equivalence of (i) and (ii). First observe 
that (ii) implies that S is a Riesz homomorphism. Indeed, if inf (u, v) = 0, 
then T is a Riesz homomorphism implies inf (Tu, TV) = 0 which implies 
that {Tu}dd 1 (Tv}dd, and by (ii), SU E (Tu}dd and Sv 6 (Tv)~ implies 
finally that SU 1 Sv. But then also S+ T is a Riesz homomorphism. 
Observe that inf (u, or)=0 and (ii) implies that inf (SU, Sv) = 0, 
inf (SU, TV) = 0, inf (Sv, Tu) = 0 and because T is a Riesz homomorphism 
also inf(Tu, Tv)=O. Hence, inf((S+T)u, (S+T)v)=O, i.e. S+T is a 
Riesz homomorphism. Then 0 < S < S + T implies that there is a mapping 
n defined on (S+T)(L), th e range of S+ T, into the range S(L) of S 
satisfying z(S+T)(f)=S(f) f or all f E L. Indeed, (S+T)(f) =0 implies 
(S+T)(lfl)=O (S+T is a Riesz homomorphism), and so S(lfl)=O and 
T( 1 f I) = 0 which in turn imply Sf = 0 and Tf = 0. Since 0 < z G I on (S + T)(L) 
and M is Dedekind complete it follows from Theorem 1.5 that z can be 
extended to a positive linear transformation, which we shall denote again 
by Z, of M into M satisfying 0 <n <I on M. Hence, it E Orth (M) and 
S = R o (S + T). Similarly there exists a 0 <n’ c I on M such that T =d o 
o (S + T). Assume now that S # {T}ad. Then there is no loss in generality 
to assume that S J- T, and so PZ o (S+ T) j- n’ o (S+ T). The latter 
statement implies that for all 0 (u E L we have 
O=inf(z(S+T)v+n’(S+T)eu: v+w=u)> 
>inf (nv’+n’w’: v’+w’=(T+S)u)=inf(n, n’)((S+T)u)>O. 
Hence, inf (n, n’)((S+T)u)=O, but also, by Theorem 1.4, 
inf (n, n’)((S+T)u) =inf (n(S+T)u, n’(S+T)u)=inf (SU, Tu), 
and so inf (Su, Tu) = 0, contradicting SU E {Tu}dd. 
To complete the proof we have to show that (i) =+ (iii). As we remarked 
in the proof of the Radon-Nikodym theorem S E {T}ad implies that there 
exists a mutually disjoint family S, (n= 1, 2, . ..) of operators such that 
S,fn T for all n=l, 2, . . . and S= sup S,,. By what we have just shown 
O<S, <n T implies the existence of an element n, E Orth (M) such that 
f&=rc,, o T (n= 1,2, . . . ). Since the &‘s are mutually disjoint there is no 
loss in generality to assume that the Z~‘S are mutually disjoint. Hence, 
by Theorem 1.4, sup 7~~ = zz E Orthw (M) and for all f E L, 
Sf =sup (n, o (T)f)=(n o T)f. 
This completes the proof. 
If the Riesz spaces L and M are Dedekind complete and hyperstonian, 
and O<S, T are positive order-continuous linear transformations of L 
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into M, then the Radon-Nikodym theorem follows immediately from its 
dual version 8” =IG o TU by taking adjoints. In this case a simpler proof 
is possible by dualization. 
We wish to point out that condition (iii) is a characteristic property 
of a Riesz homomorphism. More precisely, we have the following theorem, 
which was announced recently without proof in a completely different 
context in [5]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T be a positive linear transformation of an Archi- 
medean Riesz space L into a Riesz space M. If M is Dedekind complete, 
then T is a Rieaz homomorphism if and only if 0~s~ T implies there exists 
O<nEOrth(M) such that S=n oT. 
PROOF. Because of Theorem 4.2 we have only to show that the con- 
dition T is a Riesz homomorphism is necessary. To this end, assume that 
inf (u, v) = 0 and let TI be the minimal positive extension of the restriction 
of T to be ideal A, generated by u i.e., for each 0 < w E .L, Tlw = sup (Tz : 
Ogzg w and x E A,). Since T is everywhere defined TI exists and satisfies 
0~ Tl< T, TIV = 0. From the hypothesis it follows that there exists an 
element 7c E Orth (M) such that TI =Z o T and 7~ is the identity on the 
ideal generated by Tu. If we have O<w<inf (Tu, TV), then O<w=nwg 
~inf (n(Tu), n(Tv)) =inf (Tu, TIV) = 0, which shows that T is a Riesz 
homomorphism and the proof is complete. 
5. PALLU DE LA BARRIERE’S REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR NORWAL 
STATES 
We shall now show how our Radon-Nikodym theorem for normal 
integrals (Theorem 3.4) can be used to prove the representation theorem 
of Pallu de la Barr&e for normal states. The present exposition corrects 
a previous attempt [7]. For a similar kind of proof we refer to [3]. 
Let JZ be a commutative We-algebra of operators acting on a Hilbert 
space S. It is well known that L=Re (A), the algebra of the self-adjoint 
elements of A, is a Dedekind complete Riesz space under the usual 
ordering defined by the cone of positive operators. The operator norm 
on L = Re (A) is a Riesz norm on L under which L is an abstract M-space. 
If T E L, then the mapping A + TA of L into L is an orthomorphism. 
Conversely, if 7c E Orth (L) is an orthomorphism, then there exists a unique 
element T E L such that n(A) = TA for all A E L. The latter statement 
follows from Theorem 1.6 since T =n(E), where E is the identity operator, 
and z as well as the orthomorphism A --f TA coincide on the strong unit. 
A linear functional q.~ on L is called positive whenever A > 0 implies 
v(A) 2 0. If II: E X, then the linear functional v(A) =(Ax, x) (A EL) is 
a positive linear functional. Since A, J 0 in the Riesz space structure 
of L implies that A, --+ 0 is the strong operator topology it follows immedi- 
ately that the linear functionals of the form (Ax, x), A E L and x E SF’, 
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are normal integrals in the sense of the theory of Riesz spaces. The famous 
theorem of Pallu de la Barr&e states, in fact, that those are the only 
normal states on L. We shall now show how this will follow from 
Theorem 3.6. 
THEOREY 5.1. (Pallu de la Barr&e). Let d be a commutative W*algebra 
of operators acting on a Hilbert space S and let q~ be a positive normal 
state on L=Re (A). Then there exists an element x E H such that q(A) = 
(Ax,x) for all A EL. 
PROOF. Let Cq be the support of v and let PV be the component of 
the identity in Cp. From [2], p. 19 it follows that there exists an element 
y E A? such that the projection Py(4’) on the closed linear subspace 
(Ay : A E A’) of X’, where A’ is the cornmutant of J, satisfies Pp’ = Py(d’). 
Hence, the normal state vV: A + (Ay, y) (A E L) has the same support 
as v. We may conclude that ~1 E {vy} dd. Then Theorem 3.6 (iii) implies 
that there exists an increasing sequence (B,) (ng 1) of positive operators 
in L such that supn (ABay, y) =~J(A) for all A E L. If we set A, =@, E L 
(n.2 l), then (ABay, y) =(AAny, Any), and so, in particular, 
supn (Amy, Any) = rp(E) < 00. 
Hence, lim, llAnylj exists. Since the sequence (An} (n> 1) is also in- 
creasing, it follows for n>m that 
II~~~-~~~ll~=ll~~yll~+ll~nz~ll~-~~~~~, Amy>= 
= ll&.yl12 + lI.&nyl12 - 2(&y, Amy) - 2(b4n -&)&, A*& Q 
Q IIArYl12- IIAfnYl12~ 
i.e., the sequence {Amy) in a Cauchy sequence. Hence, lim, A,~E .X 
exists and q(A) = sup, (AAmy, Any) = (Ax,x), completing the proof. 
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